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Abstract: In underwater surveillance active sonar is an important technological asset.
Compared to passive sonar it features higher detection ranges and enables the detection
of silent objects. As a drawback the interaction of sound waves with the seabed and
the water surface causes false alarms, named clutter. False alarms usually appear ran-
domly and variable in time and space. To distinguish false alarms from true contacts
the Multi-Hypothesis Tracking approach can be used. This approach incorporates the
density of sonar contacts to extract possible target tracks. Thus, the assumed clutter
density influences, amongst others, the performance of this tracking approach.
This paper presents a method for determining the clutter density adaptively. It consid-
ers positions of all sonar contacts within one measurement and thereby approximates
the actual clutter density precisely. The influence on the tracking results using adap-
tive clutter density in a multi-hypothesis tracker is shown by applying the algorithm
to two multistatic sonar datasets and comparing it to results obtained by tracking us-
ing constant clutter density. Tracking performance is quantified by existing tracking
performance metrics.

1 Introduction

The technological development of submarines has advanced enormously since the end of

the Second World War. Modern submarines can stay submerged for weeks or even months.

In addition they are not detectable by radar systems due to the high attenuation of elec-

tromagnetic waves in the water. Hence SONAR, a technology using sound waves, is used

to detect and track submarines. Modern submarines are remarkably quiet, making them

hard to detect by passive sonar. Therefore, active sonar is used. It can not only detect

silent submarines but also features high detection ranges. As a drawback the interaction

of the actively emitted sound waves with the seabed and the water surface can cause high

amounts of false detections, also called clutter. This results in the necessity of automatic

tracking and data association methods. One of these methods is Multi-Hypothesis Track-

ing (MHT) which is used to distinguish false alarms from true contacts. Using MHT, track
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